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Abstract: 

Despite the large amount of research on Italian syntax, I have identified one phenomenon 

not accounted for in current literature.  In English, emotions are typically expressed using verbs 

mapped onto basic, universal elements (fire, air, and water).  I hypothesized this was due to the 

intangibility, and thus ambiguous, nature of emotions and the universality of basic elements, 

rendering them easily recognized.  By mapping verbs associated with basic, tangible elements 

onto abstract, intangible emotions, the speaker guarantees a higher level of understanding from 

the listener.  The universality of the elements suggested this could be a method adopted in all 

languages.  However, upon examining Italian, I found this was not the case.  Italian uses a 

different method of expressing emotions: agency.  Italian raises the agency of emotions to the 

level ordinarily reserved for humans.  After comparing Italian data with Spanish, I determined 

this was not a feature of the Romance language family, and was instead a characteristic of 

Italian.  This thesis explores features of Italian syntax and why they cannot explain this 

phenomenon.  It is a cross-linguistic study comparing primarily English and Italian data, 

supplemented with some Spanish data gathered from an informant.  



Chapter 1: Introduction 

 The topic of Italian syntax is one that has been studied for many decades, with a growing 

interest in recent years.  A prominent figure since the 1970s, Luigi Rizzi has written on various 

issues in Italian syntax, primarily language acquisition, locality, and syntactic parameters (Rizzi 

2001, Rizzi 2002, Rizzi 2004).  Despite a wealth of research on Italian, I could not find an 

explanation for a particular phenomenon I noticed.  After considering the method used by 

English to express intangible ideas, specifically emotions, I concluded that a very specific 

technique is used.  In English, verbs associated with universal, basic elements (water, fire, air, 

and temperature) are used to express emotions.   

(1) a. Anger burned inside him. 

 b. The fire burned for hours. 

 c. Fear washed over her. 

 d. The water washed over the beach. 

I hypothesized this was because of the universal nature of these basic elements.  Because 

they are so common, everyone is more likely to understand them.  Thus, using expressions such 

as “anger burned” allows the speaker to be better understood by the listener: while anger is 

subjective, burning is not.  This hypothesis would seem to indicate a universal principle; 

emotions are universally intangible and basic elements are universally prevalent.  Therefore, it 

would follow that languages universally express emotions by mapping them onto basic elements.  

However, after studying the expression of emotions in Italian, I found a very different method 

being used.  Italian very rarely uses verbs associated with universal elements to express 

emotions.  Instead, it employs verbs associated with raised, person-like agency.  This discovery 

prompted the question whether this was only a feature Italian, or a feature of the Romance 

language family as a whole.  I used Spanish as the comparison language because it also belongs 



to the Romance language family, and is particularly close to Italian.  I found that Spanish does 

not follow the same scheme as Italian, meaning the expression of emotions using person-like 

agency is a characteristic of Italian, not the Romance language family.  However, despite 

extensive research of the Italian language, and particularly Italian syntax, I have found no 

mention or explanation of this phenomenon. 

In this thesis I will give a more thorough background of Italian syntax, focusing on 

several relevant features and articles in particular.  I will then detail the process I followed to 

extract the data used in this research.  A detailed discussion and analysis of my results will 

follow, finishing with a brief description of potential further work. 

 

Chapter 2: Background 

 I used a variety of research material in order to conduct my research.  Several articles 

proved especially useful, each providing an element of Italian syntax (Cyrino, Krivochen, 

Nicolis, Rizzi 2002, Rizzi 2004).  Together, these features paint the basic picture of Italian 

syntax.  Many of these features differ from those of English; however, individually or together, 

they do not explain the raised agency Italian uses to describe emotions. 

Primarily, the pro-drop feature of Italian makes it syntactically distinct from English.  A 

pro-drop language does not grammatically require the subject to be explicitly stated when 

context is already established.  In some cases, repetition of the overt subject can be interpreted as 

ungrammatical or at the very least, difficult to understand.  

(2) a. Mangio la mela. 

  Eat.1s.pres the apple 

 “I eat the apple.” 

 b. Ha corso. 



  Has.aux ran 

 “He/she/it ran.” 

Syntactic features, such as pro-drop, were generally believed to have clusters of specific 

properties associated with them (Nicolis).  The four properties belonging to pro-drop languages 

are Null Referential Subjects, Null Non-Referential Subjects, Free Inversion, and No that-t 

effects (Nicolis).  However, over the decades, this approach has seemed to hold less ground as 

more and more languages have shown only partial clusters of associated features (Nicolis).  That 

is, the full set of features in a “cluster” do not always appear together.  Often, only two or three 

features of a set of four will appear.  The more the theory has been put under scrutiny, the more 

only partial “clusters” of syntactic features have been shown to exist.   

As Universal Grammar (UG) became to be seen as a set of principles and parameters, 

rather than binary choice points, a more solid theory arose. These “choice points” within a 

grammar permitted language variation.  In this case, the Null Subject Parameter (NSP) allows for 

subject dropping.  According to data gathered from countless languages, children universally 

drop subjects as they learn to speak.  As they gain more mastery over their native language, 

children will either preserve the “positive” setting of the NSP to allow for subject dropping in 

pro-drop languages, or “reset” the parameter to “negative” for non-pro-drop languages.  (Rizzi 

2002)  This explains why children who speak non-pro-drop languages such as English regularly 

drop subjects, even though they have likely never heard an adult do the same.  As they learn 

what settings their language’s “choice points” allow for, they will correct themselves. 

 Furthermore, the Empty Category Principle (ECP) appears to be violated by pro-drop 

languages (Cyrino).  An Empty Category “is defined as an element with nominal distribution 

which does not have any phonological content and is therefore unpronounced though retaining 

its grammatical (i.e., formal) and semantic properties” (Krivochen 17).  Included under this 



definition are the dropped subjects in pro-drop languages.  The ECP states that all empty 

nominals, including traces, must be governed; they must be identified on the surface level 

through either theta-government or antecedent-government.  This constraint was first proposed 

by Chomsky in 1981, and is defined as: 

(3) “Proper government is defined as follows: 

A properly governs B iff A theta-governs B or A antecedent-governs B. 

A theta-governs B iff A governs B and A theta-marks B. 

A antecedent-governs B iff A governs B and is coindexed with B.” (Krivochen 18)  

 In the next chapter I will give a description of my data collection and analysis.  In 

addition, I will explain the method I used to collect and organize my data for English, Italian, and 

Spanish. 

 

Chapter 3: Research 

 I primarily conducted my research through corpus studies.  To obtain the Italian data, I 

used the Italian corpus Paisà (www.corpusitaliano.it), individually searching for each of the eight 

basic emotions identified by Robert Plutchik, defined as anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise, 

anticipation, trust, and joy (Plutchik).  I performed a corpus search for each of these eight 

emotions in Italian (respectively rabbia, paura, tristezza, disgusto, sorpresa, antizipazione, 

fiducia, gioia) and extracted the verb immediately following it.  Once this data was collected, I 

organized it into tables to show which verbs immediately followed each emotion.  This was 

repeated in English using the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) for 

comparison, with data organized in the same manner (corpus.byu.edu/coca).  The English verbs, 



predictably, mapped onto basic elements the majority of the time.  Italian verbs, however, were 

predominantly those of agency. 

Anger Rabbia 

 rise andare ‘to go’ 

 flare apparire ‘to appear’ 

 cope aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 direct avere ‘to have’ 

 flash bruciare ‘to burn’ 

 boil consumare ‘to consume’ 

 fade continuare ‘to continue’ 

 burn correre ‘to run’ 

 subside creare ‘to create’ 

 surge crescere ‘to grow’ 

 sweep derivare ‘to derive’ 

 dissipate dilagare ‘to flood’ 

 erupt diventare ‘to become’ 

 drain entrare ‘to enter’ 

 dissolve esplodere ‘to explode’ 

 explode essere ‘to be’ 

 vanish fare ‘to make/to do’ 

 spark giungere ‘to arrive’ 

 arise influenzare ‘to influence’ 

 stem iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 seep interrompere ‘to interrupt’ 

 simmer lasciare ‘to let go/to leave’ 

 creep montare ‘to assemble/to build’ 

 smolder nascere ‘to be born’ 

 seethe portare ‘to bring’ 

 abate rappresentare ‘to represent’ 



 radiate riuscire ‘to leave again/to succeed’ 

This table represents only a part of the total verbs following anger in English and rabbia in Italian.  The full list can 

be found in Appendix II. 

 

 After seeing such contrasting results, I used Spanish to determine whether the pattern of 

Italian was unique or a common feature of Romance languages.  Like Italian, Spanish is a pro-

drop language, and the two languages share many other linguistic features.  To collect Spanish 

data, I used an informant1.  For each verb that followed each basic emotion, the informant was 

asked whether this combination was “definitely allowed,” “possibly allowed,” or “definitely not 

allowed.”  The condition for “definitely allowed” was that the informant could produce a 

grammatical sentence with that combination.  The condition for “possibly allowed” was that the 

informant believed the combination was “allowed” (or grammatical), but could not readily 

produce a grammatical sentence with the combination.  The condition for “definitely not 

allowed” was that the informant ruled the combination absolutely impossible, or ungrammatical. 

 I then structured this new data into tables in order to compare these new results to the 

Italian data.  I organized the data sets in such a way to show which verbs overlapped in both data 

sets, and which appeared solely in Italian.  I compared these two sets based on the prevalence of 

different types of verbs, such as agentive/non-agentive and ability to map onto one of the four 

basic elements. 

Tristezza (‘Sadness’)  

andare ‘to go’ 

ascoltare ‘to listen to’ 

aumentare ‘to increase’ 

cercare ‘to search for’ 

                                                 
1 The informant was a twenty-one-year-old male, a native bilingual speaker of Colombian Spanish and English.  He 

first began speaking Colombian Spanish, then spoke bilingually.  He spoke and was exposed to almost exclusively 

Colombian Spanish until the age of three and a half, where he was exposed primarily to English in school and 

Colombian Spanish at home. 



conoscere ‘to know (a person, place)’ 

dilagare ‘to flood’ 

dire ‘to say/to tell’ 

durare ‘to last’ 

escludere ‘to exclude’ 

essere ‘to be’ 

invadere ‘to invade’ 

pensare ‘to think’ 

pervadere ‘to pervade’ 

portare ‘to bring’ 

prendere ‘to take’ 

riempire ‘to fill up’ 

ripiombare ‘to fall’ 

scendere ‘to descend’ 

sentire ‘to feel’ 

sovrabbondare ‘to overdo’ 

Blue shading denotes that the informant was able to produce a grammatical statement using the equivalent Spanish 

verb.  Green shading denotes that the informant was not able to immediately produce a statement, but deemed the 

pairing grammatical for Spanish.  No shading denotes that the informant ruled the combination ungrammatical in 

Spanish.  This table represents the full list of verbs for tristezza (sadness).  The tables for the other seven verbs can 

be found in Appendix II. 

 

 Following this chapter is a detailed discussion of my results, including interpretations and 

hypotheses.   

Chapter 4: Results and Analysis 

 The data for Italian and English emotions indicated two distinct patterns.  Where English 

permitted verbs able to be mapped onto universal elements, it did not allow for highly agentive 

verbs.  Many of the agentive verbs used in Italian after emotions are reserved for humans or 

other highly sentient beings in English.  The common verbs in the English data did not appear in 

Italian.  Many of these verbs are not allowed to immediately follow verbs in Italian, the 



combinations being ungrammatical.  Thus, there are few similarities between the English and 

Italian data: 

Disgust Disgusto 

fill avere ‘to have’ 

utter causare ‘to cause’ 

overwhelm diminuire ‘decrease’ 

curdle esprimere ‘to express’ 

tinge essere ‘to be’ 

entice legare ‘to tie’ 

crease mandare ‘to send’ 

emanate mostrare ‘to show’ 

approximate percepire ‘to perceive’ 

churn provare ‘to prove’ 

underlie provocare ‘to provoke’ 

deepen trattare ‘to treat’ 

linger   

sting   

lace   

creep   

crawl   

greet   

seize   

qualify   

squeeze   

arise   

twist   

flood   

register   

vary   



sweep   

flash   

This table represents the full list of verbs that follow “disgust” and disgusto.  Like the other emotions, verbs 

following “disgust” can often map onto basic elements (“flash,” “flood,” “linger,” “deepen,” etc.).  Meanwhile, 

verbs following disgusto are highly agentive (“provoke,” “treat,” “prove,” “tie,” etc.). 

 

As shown in the table above, there are many words associated with elements in English 

that do not appear in Italian.  Conversely, Italian showed many instances of agentive verbs that 

do not appear in English.  A possible explanation for this difference lies in a structural variation 

between English and Italian.  Italian is a pro-drop language, where restating the subject of the 

sentence is not only considered redundant, but can be interpreted as ungrammatical in some 

instances.  English, however, is not a pro-drop language: the subject must always be restated.   

4) a. Ha chiamato. 

    Has.aux called. 

   ‘He/she/it called.’ 

 b. ?Lui ha chiamato. 

     He has.aux called. 

    ‘He called.’ 

 c. *Called. 

 d. He called. 

In English, however, such repetition of the subject is necessary in order to be 

grammatical.  A similar phenomenon may be occurring with emotions in Italian when they are 

present in the context.  Because it is ungrammatical to repeat the overt subject, the emotion may 

be “raised” to subject position.  For example, in Italian, the verb domandare (“to ask”) requires 

an agentive subject.  An utterance such as sorpresa domanda per un risposto (“surprise asks for 

an answer”) is understandable and grammatically correct.  Given the context of the conversation, 

it could perhaps be better understood as “the surprised part of him/her asks for an answer.”  In 



other words, the individual asks for the answer, influenced by his/her surprise.  Because the 

subject has already been established, however, there is no reason to restate that it is the 

individual asking.  Instead, the emotion is raised to become the agentive subject and “asks” for 

an answer.  In English, the same sentiment might be expressed as “In his/her surprise, he/she 

asked for an answer.”  In English, the emotion is expressed in an adjunct clause, not raised to 

subject position as in Italian. 

 However, Italian’s pro-drop feature cannot fully account for the differences I found.  A 

native speaker was used as a representative for Spanish, another Romance pro-drop language.  If 

the pro-drop feature of a language could explain the different categories of verbs associated with 

emotions as seen in English and Italian, one would expect Spanish to follow the same pattern as 

Italian.  However, Spanish seems to form a sort of “middle ground” between Italian and English.  

Emotions in Italian take highly agentive verbs of the sort that are typically restricted to human 

agents in English, and emotions in English take the sort of verbs that do not require such agency 

but are instead mapped onto basic elements.  Thus, a continuum of verb agency associated with 

emotions can be seen, spanning from Italian to English, with Spanish overlapping in part with 

Italian and in part with English. 

 There are three degrees of transitivity in Italian: transitive, partial transitive, and 

intransitive.  Transitive verbs must have a direct object in order to be grammatical.  That is, these 

verbs cannot be used to describe the proclivity of an agent to perform an action or for an object 

to be affected.  For instance the Italian expression of “I eat” (mangio) is an ungrammatical 

statement because mangiare (to eat) is a transitive verb.  Therefore, at least one object must be 

expressed after the verb, such as “I eat the apple” (Mangio la mela).  A partial transitive, on the 

other hand, can be used to express the characteristics of an agent.   



5) a. Mio amico canta. 

     My friend sing.3s.pres 

     ‘My friend sings.’ 

 b. *Mangio. 

      I eat.1s.pres 

      ‘I eat.’ 

 c. Mi sono svegliata alle otto. 

     Me am.aux wake.1s.pas at eight 

      ‘I woke up at eight.’ 

Spanish, on the other hand, is much more flexible with these verbs, allowing 

constructions that are ungrammatical in Italian and, in some cases, English.  However, the 

differences in transitivity cannot explain Italian’s raising of emotions to subject position.  If it 

were, all concepts should be affected.  Instead, only emotions follow such a pattern.   

 In some cases, English is more flexible than Italian in the constructions it allows.  Many 

of these are reflexive “self” verbs.  In such cases, Italian requires a clitic in order for the 

utterance to be grammatical. 

6) a.  He dressed. 

 b. *Lui è vestito. 

      He is.3s.pas. dress.pas.part 

     ‘He had dressed.’ 

 c. Lui si è vestito. 

      He himself is.3s.pas dress.pas.part 

     ‘He had dressed himself.’ 

 The clitic is also necessary in other cases, such as: 

7) a. Il tessuto si taglia facilmente. 

 The fabric itself cut.3s.pres easily 

 ‘The fabric cuts easily.’ 

 b. Il tavolo si rompe. 



 The table itself break.3s.pres 

 ‘The table breaks.’ 

Without the clitic in these cases, the above sentences would be interpreted as “The fabric 

cuts something easily” and “The table breaks something,” respectively.  Thus, Italian is strict 

about the use of the clitic, although it does eliminate ambiguities.  In English, the same two 

sentences could be interpreted as either “The fabric is cut easily” or “The fabric cuts other 

objects easily” and “The table itself breaks” or “The table breaks other objects.”  However, 

because we know what’s required to “cut,” it is very unlikely that soft fabric is doing the cutting.  

Similarly, except for particular contexts, a table rarely is used as an instrument to break other 

objects.  It is important to note that there is a strong preference to interpret the sentence as the 

table itself being broken.  Only under certain circumstances can it be construed as the causal, 

rather than affected, object.  Critically, however, both interpretations are syntactically sound.  

While Italian employs the clitic to solve any potential ambiguity before it exists, English allows 

more potentially vague statements and instead relies largely on context and, if necessary, extra 

information about the situation.  

  



Appendix I: 

Verb Alternations:2 

 The following seven pages contain a sample of the different verb classes and alternations 

in English, with Italian and Spanish for comparison purposes.  While there are a great many 

more verb classes and sub-classes, shown is a portion adequate for understanding major 

differences between English and Italian verbs.  While much more detailed work might be done 

on such comparisons, this appendix will only provide a basic discussion of the differences across 

English, Italian, and Spanish. 

Middle alternations: 

 The following tables demonstrate five different verbs in middle constructions.  Middle 

constructions typically occur with adverbs and refer to possible events, rendering them generic 

statements. (Levin)   

These tables will show important differences between English and Italian, as well as the 

places where the two languages overlap. 

English Italian 

Cut 

The butcher cuts the meat. Il macellaio taglia la carne. 

The meat cuts easily. *La carne taglia facilmente. 

La carne si taglia facilmente. 

Break 

Janet broke the crystal. Janet ha rotto il cristallo. 

Crystal breaks at the slightest touch. *Il cristallo rompe al tocco più leggero. 

Il cristallo si rompe al tocco più leggero. 

Pound 

Bill pounded the metal. Bill ha battuto il metallo. 

                                                 
2 Alternations adapted from English Verb Classes and Alternations by Beth Levin. 



*This metal won’t pound. *Questo metallo non batte. 

Questo metallo non si batte. 

Bill pounded the metal flat. Bill ha appiattito il metallo. 

This metal won’t pound flat. *Questo metallo non appiatta. 

Questo metallo non si appiatta. 

For verbs like cut, pound, and break, the clitic is necessary in Italian in order to understand the intended meaning.  

Without it, the meaning shifts to the object causing the action, rather than being the affected object.  This results in 

an ungrammatical interpretation of the sentence. 

 

English Italian 

Adore 

Kelly adores French fabrics. Kelly adora i tessuti francesi. 

*French fabrics adore easily. *I tessuti francesi adorano facilmente. 

*I tessuti francesi si adorano facilmente. 

Know 

Joan knew the answer. Joan sapeva la risposta. 

*The answer knows easily. *La risposta sa facilmente. 

*La risposta si sa facilmente. 

For other verbs like adore and know, the insertion of the Italian clitic does not render the sentence grammatical.  

This is because there is no interpretation of the sentence that can be grammatical, either in English or Italian.  Adore 

and know require a higher agency than cut, break, or pound.  While several emotions in Italian would be 

grammatical in these structures, other subjects are not—demonstrating that Italian emotions have some feature that 

allow them to function in situations where other subjects cannot. 

 

Agent alternations: 

 Agent alternations demonstrate the tendency of the subject to perform the action.  That is, 

the action is a characteristic of the subject.  Some languages, such as English, can require an 

object of the action in order to be grammatical. (Levin) 

Alternating verbs: bite, butt, itch, kick, pinch, prick, scratch, sting3 

English Italian Spanish 

Bite 

                                                 
3 This list represents only a portion of the verb class. 



That dog bites people. Quel cane morde la gente. El perro muerde personas. 

That dog bites. Quel cane morde. El perro muerde. 

Kick 

The player kicks the ball. Il giocatore calcia la palla. El jugador patea la pelota. 

*The player kicks. Il giocatore calcia. El jugador patea. 

This table demonstrates that, across both Italian and Spanish, there is more flexibility than English when forming 

sentences describing agentive actions. 

 

Instrument alternations: 

 Instrument alternations demonstrate the capability of an object to carry out an action.  

Like the agent alternations above, some cases in English require an object for the verb to be 

performed on. (Levin) 

Clip, cook, cut, hammer, record, slice, pinch, prick, scratch, sting4 

English Italian Spanish 

Cut 

This knife cuts the bread. Questo coltello taglia il pane. Este cuchillo corta el pan. 

This knife doesn’t cut. Questo coltello non taglia. Este chuchillo no corta. 

Write 

The pen doesn’t write. La penna non scrive. La pluma no escribe. 

Open 

*This key won’t open. Questa chiave non apre. Esta llave non abre. 

This key won’t open the 

lock. 

Questa chiave non apre la 

serratura. 

Esta llave non abre lo 

candado. 
Similar to the above table, Italian and Spanish are more flexible than English when describing instrument actions. 

 

Psych-Verbs5 

 Verbs relating to the psychological state typically take two arguments, the experiencer 

and the theme.  There are two sub-categories of psych-verbs: transitive and intransitive classes.  

                                                 
4 This list represents only a portion of the verb class. 
5 Alternations adapted from English Verb Classes and Alternations by Beth Levin. 



Under the transitive category, there are two further divisions, amuse verbs and admire verbs. 

(Levin) 

 The two tables below illustrate these verbs, and the differences between them.   

Amuse verbs: 

 Amuse verbs are transitive verbs with the object being the experiencer of the emotion and 

the subject being the cause of the change in the emotional state (Levin). 

Affect, aggravate, calm, charm, daze, disgust, encourage, fascinate, frustrate, startle, thrill6 

English Italian Spanish 

Amuse 

The clown amused the 

children. 

Il pagliaccio divertì i bambini. El payaso divirtió los 

niños. 

*The children amused (at the 

clown). 

*I bambini divertirono (al 

pagliaccio). 

*Los niños divirtió (al 

payaso). 

The clown amused the little 

children. 

Il pagliaccio divertì i bambini 

piccoli. 

El payaso divirtió los 

niños pequeños. 

Little children amuse easily. I bambini piccoli si divertono 

facilmente. 

Niños pequeños se 

divirtió fácilmente. 

That joke never fails to amuse 

the little children. 

Quella battuta non manca mai 

di divertire i bambini. 

Ese chiste nunca falla 

para divertir a los niños 

pequeños. 

That joke never fails to amuse. Quella battuta non manca mai 

di divertire. 

Ese chiste nunca falla 

para divertir. 

The clown amused the children 

with his antics. 

Il pagliaccio divertì i bambini 

con i suoi scherzi. 

El payaso divirtió los 

niños con sus payasadas. 

The clown’s antics amused the 

children. 

Il pagliaccio divertì i bambini. Las payasadas del payaso 

divirtió a los niños. 

That the clown had a red nose 

amused the children. 

Che il pagliaccio avesse un 

naso rosso divertì i bambini. 

Que el payaso tuviera una 

nariz roja divirtió a los 

niños.  

It amused the children that the 

clown had a red nose. 

Divertì i bambini il fatto che il 

pagliaccio avesse un naso rosso. 

Divirtió a los niños que el 

payaso tuviera una nariz 

roja.  
For all three languages, amuse functions in exactly the same way. 

 

Admire verbs: 

                                                 
6 This list represents only a portion of the verb class. 



 Admire verbs are transitive verbs with the subject being the experiencer (opposite from 

amuse verbs).  The role of the objet can vary across different verbs of the class. (Levin) 

Adore, enjoy, like, love, respect, trust, value7 

English Italian Spanish 

Admire 

The tourists admire paintings. I turisti ammirano i quadri. Las turistas admiran las 

pinturas. 

*Paintings admire easily. *I quadri ammirano 

facilmente/i quadri si ammirano 

facilmente. 

*Las pinturas admiran 

fácilmente. 

I admired his honesty. Ho ammirato la sua onestà. Yo admire su honestidad. 

I admired him for his honesty. L’ho ammirato per la sua 

onestà. 

Yo admire a él por 

honestidad. 

I admired the honesty in him. Ho ammirato l’onestà in lui. *Yo admire la honestidad 

in él.  

I admired him as a teacher. L’ho ammirato come 

professore. 

Yo admire a él como un 

profesor. 

*I admired him a teacher. *L’ho ammirato un professore. *Yo admire a él un 

profesor. 
Like amuse above, admire functions the same across all three languages.   

 

Judgment Verbs8 

 Judgment verbs share similar characteristics with admire verbs.  They relate to a 

judgment or emotion an individual may be experiencing.  However, unlike the admire verbs, 

they do not often have sentential complements as objects. (Levin) 

Applaud, celebrate, condemn, forgive, greet, insult, ridicule, scorn7 

English Italian Spanish 

Praise 

The director praised the 

volunteers. 

Il direttore ha lodato i volontari. El director elogió los 

voluntarios. 

*Volunteers praise easily. * I volontari lodano facilmente. *Los voluntarios elogian 

fácilmente. 

They praised the volunteers’ 

dedication. 

(Loro) Hanno lodato la 

dedizione dei volontari. 

(Ellos) Elogiaron la 

dedicación de los 

voluntarios. 

                                                 
7 This list represents only a portion of the verb class. 
8 Alternations adapted from English Verb Classes and Alternations by Beth Levin. 



They praised the volunteers for 

their dedication. 

(Loro) Hanno lodato i volontari 

per la loro dedizione. 

(Ellos) Elogiaron los 

voluntarios para su 

dedicación. 

*They praised the dedication in 

the volunteers. 

(Loro) Hanno lodato la 

dedizione nei loro volontari. 

*(Ellos) Elogiaron la 

dedicación en los 

voluntarios. 

They praised them as 

volunteers. 

(Loro) Li hanno lodati come 

volontari. 

!(Ellos) Elogiaron a ellos 

como voluntarios. 

*They praised them volunteers. *(Loro) Li hanno lodati loro 

volontari. 

*(Ellos) Elogiaron a ellos 

voluntarios. 
The notable difference in the praise comparison is Italian’s allowance of They praised the dedication in the 

volunteers. 

 

Grooming/Bodily Care Verbs4 

Dress Verbs: 

 Dress verbs relate to care of the body as a whole.  When this class of verbs is used 

intransitively, the action of the verb is aimed at the subject.  If a direct object is included, the 

action can be performed on another.  (Levin) 

In Italian as well as Spanish, these verbs have different rules than English, depicted in the 

chart below. 

Bathe, change, shave, shower, undress, wash9 

English Italian Spanish 

Dress 

Lisa dressed. *Lisa vestì. *Lisa vistió.  

The child dressed. *Il bambino/la bambina vestì. *El niño/la niña vistió.    

Lisa dressed the child. Lisa vestì il bambino/la 

bambina. 

Lisa vistió al/a la niño/a.   

Lisa dressed herself. Lisa si vestì. Lisa se vistió.  

Dress verbs show the necessity of the clitic in both Italian and Spanish.  The clitic is obligatory in Romance 

languages when using such verbs relating to one’s self.  Unlike English, dress verbs in Italian cannot be used 

intransitively and understood to refer back to the subject.  The clitic must be present to understand the same reading. 

 

Groom Verbs: 

                                                 
9 This list represents only a portion of the verb class. 



 Similar to dress verbs, groom verbs relate to the care of the body as a whole.  However, 

they are not used intransitively, nor is the subject’s self used as the object. (Levin) 

Curry, groom 

English Italian Spanish 

Groom 

Sheila groomed the horse.  Sheila strigliò il cavallo. Sheila preparó el caballo.  

*The horse groomed. *Il cavallo strigliò. *El caballo preparó. 

*The horse groomed itself. *Il cavallo si strigliò *El caballo se preparó.  

Unlike dress verbs, groom verbs are the same for all three languages.  This is because groom verbs must be done by 

the subject to another object, and the object cannot perform the action itself. 

 

Braid Verbs: 

 Braid verbs relate to the care of a specific body part. With little exception in English, the 

subject’s self is not the object; instead, the object is the appropriate body part.  This class of 

verbs cannot be used intransitively. (Levin) 

Brush, clip, cut, lather, perm, soap, trim10 

English Italian Spanish 

Comb 

Celia combed the child’s hair. Celia pettinò i capelli del 

bambino/della bambina. 

Celia penó el pelo del/de 

la niño/a.  

Celia combed her hair. Celia pettinò i suoi capelli. Celia penó su pelo. 

*Celia combed. *Celia pettinò. *Celia penó. 

*Celia combed herself. Celia si pettinò. Celia se penó. 

Again, Italian and Spanish are more flexible in their use of braid verbs.  In English, a specific body part must be 

almost always be identified in order to be grammatical.  This is not necessary in Italian and Spanish; it is simply 

understood.  The only requirement is, again, the clitic must be used. 

  

                                                 
10 This list represents only a portion of the verb class. 



Appendix II: 

 The first eight tables show the eight basic emotions in English and in Italian.  For each 

emotion, there is a full list of verbs extracted from the respective corpi.  For Italian, there is a 

number of total verb matches following the emotion, as well as a number of unique verb 

matches.  English only has the number of unique verb matches for each emotion.  There are often 

more verbs in English than in Italian because of the greater availability of English data.  The 

English data is for American English; other dialects of English were excluded for this study.  

Words following each emotion that were wrongly tagged as a verb were removed from the list. 

Anger 125 different verbs Rabbia 102 total matches 38 different verbs 

 rise  andare ‘to go’ 

 flare  apparire ‘to appear’ 

 cope  aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 direct  avere ‘to have’ 

 flash  bruciare ‘to burn’ 

 boil  consumare ‘to consume’ 

 fade  continuare ‘to continue’ 

 burn  correre ‘to run’ 

 subside  creare ‘to create’ 

 surge  crescere ‘to grow’ 

 sweep  derivare ‘to derive’ 

 dissipate  dilagare ‘to flood’ 

 erupt  diventare ‘to become’ 

 drain  entrare ‘to enter’ 

 dissolve  esplodere ‘to explode’ 

 explode  essere ‘to be’ 

 vanish  fare ‘to make/to do’ 

 spark  giungere ‘to arrive’ 

 arise  influenzare ‘to influence’ 



 stem  iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 seep  interrompere ‘to interrupt’ 

 simmer  lasciare ‘to let go/to leave’ 

 creep  montare ‘to assemble/to build’ 

 smolder  nascere ‘to be born’ 

 seethe  portare ‘to bring’ 

 abate  rappresentare ‘to represent’ 

 radiate  riuscire ‘to leave again/to succeed’ 

 evaporate  salire ‘to rise/to go up’ 

 ignite  salivare ‘to salivate’ 

 flicker  segnare ‘to mark’ 

 swell  sembrare ‘to seem’ 

 roil  sfociare ‘to flow into/to emerge’ 

 ebb  spingere ‘to incite/to push’ 

 wane  sprizzare ‘to spray’ 

 diffuse  stare ‘to be’ 

 recede  trovare ‘to find’ 

 vent  vedere ‘to see’ 

 swirl  vivere ‘to live’ 

 tighten    

 misdirect    

 scald    

 enliven    

 fester    

 stoke    

 billow    

 incite    

 tinge    

 vibrate    

 engender    



 overtake    

 emanate    

 darken    

 harden    

 lessen    

 arouse    

 churn    

 lurk    

 deepen    

 propel    

 intensify    

 blaze    

 linger    

 blossom    

 embody    

 provoke    

 manifest    

 foretold    

 squiggle    

 bespeak    

 reignite    

 metamorphose    

 percolate    

 stagnate    

 jangle    

 prickle    

 demoralize    

 goad    

 sieve    

 glower    



 rekindle    

 douse    

 kindle    

 astonish    

 reverberate    

 throb    

 pervade    

 spout    

  peep    

  spurt    

  animate    

  tint    

  envelop    

  masquerade    

  shimmer    

  sputter    

  detach    

  prick    

  gush    

  rupture    

  rouse    

  blister    

  amuse    

  amplify    

  stiffen    

  punctuate    

  fray    

  tweak    

  jab    

  outweigh    



  etch    

  tickle    

  hone    

  bristle    

  mitigate    

  thaw    

  stifle    

  alienate    

  thump    

  fuse    

  underlie    

  paralyze    

  wrench    

  hurl    

  unleash    

  coil    

 

Fear 62 different verbs Paura 196 total matches 55 different verbs 

 grip  aggravare ‘to aggravate’ 

 creep  alludere ‘to allude to’ 

 subside  aprire ‘to appear’ 

 clutch  attraversare ‘to pass through/to cross’ 

 seize  aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 evoke  avere ‘to have’ 

 prickle  avvenire ‘to happen’ 

 tingle  avviare ‘to start’ 

 overtake  bussare ‘to tap’ 

 lurk  causare ‘to cause’ 

 intensify  comunicare ‘to communicate’ 

 claw  condurre ‘to guide’ 



 overwhelm  continuare ‘to continue’ 

 engender  creare ‘to create’ 

 ripple  crescere ‘to grow’ 

 instil [sic]11  dare ‘to give’ 

 gnaw  deformare ‘to deform’ 

  pervade  distorcere ‘to distort’ 

 dissipate  divenire ‘to become/to arrive’ 

 override  diventare ‘to become 

 cramp  esistere ‘to exist’’ 

 emanate  essere ‘to be’ 

 evaporate  fare ‘to make/to do’ 

 arouse  giocare ‘to play’ 

 paralyze  governare ‘to govern’ 

 curdle  impedire ‘to impede’ 

 scuttle  imprigionare ‘to imprison’ 

 submerge  iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 ebb  mangiare ‘to eat’ 

 shimmer  morire ‘to die’ 

 permeate  nascere ‘to be born’ 

 engulf  paralizzare ‘to paralyze’ 

 vibrate  parlare ‘to talk’ 

 etch  passare ‘to pass’ 

 reelects  perdere ‘to lose’ 

 co-mingle  portare ‘to bring’ 

 natter  prendere ‘to take’ 

 transfigure  produrre ‘to produce’ 

 civilize  provenire ‘to come from’ 

 elongate  provocare ‘to provoke’ 

                                                 
11 Because the COCA corpus uses written data, if a word is commonly misspelled enough times, it is possible for it 

to be counted and appear in the corpus. 



  transmute  regnare to reign 

  congeal  restare to rest 

  intermingle  riprendere to recapture 

  slacken  rischiare to risk 

  redouble  ritornare to return 

  resound  sconfiggere to defeat 

  sheathe  scorrere to flow 

  scald  sopprimere to suppress/to kill 

  antagonize  spingere to incite 

  shimmy  svanire to disappear 

  contort  tenere to maintain 

  re-emerge  tornare to return 

  encroach  uccidere to kill 

  incarnate  venire to come 

  reassert  viaggiare to travel 

  condense    

  deviate    

  oppress    

  suffocate    

  writhe    

  unnerve    

 

Sadness 77 different verbs Tristezza 44 total matches 19 different verbs 

 fill  andare ‘to go’ 

 wash  ascoltare ‘to listen to’ 

 settle  aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 linger  cercare ‘to search for’ 

 permeate  conoscere ‘to know (a person, place)’ 

 creep  dilagare ‘to flood’ 

 descend  dire ‘to say/to tell’ 



 overcome  durare ‘to last’ 

 mix  escludere ‘to exclude’ 

 cross  essere ‘to be’ 

 sweep  invadere ‘to invade’ 

 crease  pensare ‘to think’ 

 overwhelm  pervadere ‘to pervade’ 

 lurk  portare ‘to bring’ 

 deepen  prendere ‘to take’ 

 tangle  riempire ‘to fill up’ 

 overlap  ripiombare ‘to fall’ 

 cling  scendere ‘to descend’ 

 dissolve  sentire ‘to feel’ 

 swell  sovrabbondare ‘to overdo’ 

 filter    

 grip    

 weigh    

 flood    

 portend    

 engross    

 underly [sic]    

 perplex    

 pummel    

 oppress    

 gnaw    

 pervade    

 lengthen    

 legitimize    

 afflict    

 ooze    

 overshadow    



 leach    

 overtake    

 quiver    

 emanate    

 mingle    

 sharpen    

 darken    

 seep    

 underlie    

 inhibit    

 cloak    

 displace    

 spawn    

 loosen    

 reign    

 drape    

 erupt    

 swamp    

 accumulate    

 sting    

 blossom    

 stab    

 evoke    

 lace    

 provoke    

 hover    

 drown    

 soar    

 haunt    

 tighten    



 dim    

 diminish    

 vanish    

 lodge    

 surge    

 curl    

 scare    

 interrupt    

 consume    

 shine    

 

Disgust 28 different verbs Disgusto 17 total matches 12 different verbs 

 fill  avere ‘to have’ 

 utter  causare ‘to cause’ 

 overwhelm  diminuire ‘decrease’’ 

 curdle  esprimere ‘to express’ 

 tinge  essere ‘to be’ 

 entice  legare ‘to tie’ 

 crease  mandare ‘to send’ 

 emanate  mostrare ‘to show’ 

 approximate  percepire ‘to perceive’ 

 churn  provare ‘to prove’ 

 underlie  provocare ‘to provoke’ 

 deepen  trattare ‘to treat’ 

 linger    

 sting    

 lace    

 creep    

 crawl    

 greet    



 seize    

 qualify    

 squeeze    

 arise    

 twist    

 flood    

 register    

 vary    

 sweep    

 flash    

 

Anticipation 50 different verbs Anticipazione 23 total matches 15 different verbs 

 build  arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 surround  avere ‘to have’ 

 fill  avvenire ‘to happen’ 

 soar  bastare ‘to be enough’ 

 fulfil  consentire ‘to agree to’ 

 swell  essere ‘to be’ 

 surge  fare ‘to do/to make’ 

 strum  generare ‘to generate’ 

 flit  richiedere ‘to ask again’ 

 agitate  riflettere ‘to reflect’ 

 squirt  riguardare ‘to re-watch’ 

 billow  rischiare ‘to risk’ 

 tingle  svelare ‘to reveal/to discover’ 

 shimmer  targare ‘to register’ 

 buoy  volere ‘to want’ 

 permeate    

 rouse    

 hasten    



 crease    

 engender    

 crackle    

 radiate    

 heighten    

 revolve    

 flutter    

 propel    

 ripple    

 howl    

 awaken    

 reign    

 renew    

 hum    

 temper    

 betray    

 spice    

 hollow    

 spiral    

 spike    

 tighten    

 dissolve    

 buzz    

 await    

 bubble    

 motivate    

 suck    

 spark    

 rally    

 fade    



 drain    

 accompany    

 

Surprise 22 different verbs Sorpresa 441 total matches 131 different verbs 

 hit  abbattere ‘to demolish’ 

 await  accorrere ‘to rush over’ 

 flicker  acquistare ‘to gain’ 

 lurk  afferrare ‘to grab’ 

 ripple  aiutare ‘to help’ 

 flit  alleare ‘to unite’ 

 makeover  ammettere ‘to allow’ 

 jolt  annunciare ‘to announce’ 

 unbalance  apparire ‘to appear’ 

 bunt  apprendere ‘to apprehend’ 

 resettle  arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 alight  aspettare ‘to wait’ 

 kink  assumere ‘to assume’ 

 constrict  attaccare ‘to attack’ 

 rebuff  attendarsi ‘to camp’ 

 drench  attendere ‘to attend’ 

 pounce  avvenire ‘to happen’ 

 tingle  azzerare ‘to nullify’ 

 balk  balzare ‘to jump (out)’ 

 engender  battere ‘to beat’ 

 orchestrate  capovolgere ‘to flip over/reverse’ 

 buff  chiamare ‘to call’ 

   chiedere ‘to ask (for)’ 

   cogliere ‘to gather’ 

   commuovere ‘to provoke’ 

   comparire ‘to compare’ 



   completare ‘to complete’ 

   comprare ‘to buy’ 

   conquistare ‘to conquer’ 

   consentire ‘to allow’ 

   consistere ‘to consist of’ 

   constatare  ‘to verify’ 

   controllare ‘to control’ 

   coordinare ‘to coordinate’ 

   creare ‘to create’ 

   credere ‘to believe’ 

   crollare ‘to collapse’ 

   danneggiare ‘to damage’ 

   dare ‘to give’ 

   decidere ‘to decide’ 

   destinare ‘to dispatch’ 

   difendere ‘to defend’ 

   dimostrare ‘to demonstrate’ 

   dire ‘to say/to tell’ 

   disporre ‘to organize’ 

   distruggere ‘to destroy’ 

   divenire ‘to become/to arrive’ 

   diventare ‘to become’ 

   domandare ‘to ask’ 

   effettuare ‘to carry out’ 

   eliminare ‘to eliminate’ 

   emergere ‘to emerge’ 

   entrare ‘to enter’ 

   essere ‘to be’ 

   fallire ‘to fail’ 

   fare ‘to do/to make’ 



   favorire ‘to favor’ 

   firmare ‘to sign’ 

   forzare ‘to force’ 

   funzionare ‘to function’ 

   generare ‘to generate’ 

   guidare ‘to lead’ 

   impadronirsi ‘to seize’ 

   incitare ‘to incite’ 

   includere ‘to include’ 

   incontrare ‘to meet’ 

   infiammare ‘to inflame’ 

   invitare ‘to invite’ 

   lanciare ‘to throw’ 

   mandare ‘to send’ 

   mediare ‘to mediate’ 

   nascere ‘to be born’ 

   nominare ‘to mention/to name’ 

   notare ‘to note’ 

   occupare ‘to occupy’ 

   ordire ‘to order’ 

   organizzare ‘to organize’ 

   passare ‘to pass’ 

   perdere ‘to lose’ 

   portare ‘to bring’ 

   potenziare ‘to enhance’ 

   prendere ‘to take’ 

   preparare ‘to prepare’ 

   promettere ‘to promise’ 

   raggiungere ‘to reach’ 

   regalare ‘to give (away)’ 



   rendere ‘to render’ 

   ricevere ‘to receive’ 

   riconoscere ‘to recognize’ 

   riguardare ‘to re-watch’ 

   rileggere ‘to reread’ 

   riportare ‘to bring back’ 

   riproporre ‘to propose again’ 

   risalire ‘to go back’ 

   riscuotere ‘to earn/to collect’ 

   ritornare ‘to return again’ 

   ritrovare ‘to recover’ 

   riuscire ‘to go out again’ 

   salire ‘to leave’ 

   saltare ‘to jump’ 

   salvare ‘to save’ 

   scattare ‘to spring/to begin’ 

   sciogliere ‘to dissolve’ 

   sconfiggere ‘to defeat’ 

   scoprire ‘to discover’ 

   scorgere ‘to glimpse’ 

   scrivere ‘to write’ 

   sentire ‘to feel’ 

   separare ‘to separate’ 

   sferrare ‘to propel’ 

   smentire ‘to deny’ 

   sostituire ‘to substitute’ 

   spuntare ‘to trim’ 

   stare ‘to be’ 

   subire ‘to be subjected to’ 

   suonare ‘to play (an instrument)’ 



   supportare ‘to support 

   svelare ‘to reveal/to discover’ 

   targare ‘to register’ 

   tornare ‘to return’ 

   totalizzare ‘to total’ 

   trasformare ‘to transform 

   trovare ‘to find 

   uscire ‘to leave’ 

   vedere ‘to see’ 

   vincere ‘to win’ 

   visitare ‘to visit’ 

   volere ‘to want’ 

  

Trust 311 different verbs Fiducia 325 total matches 120 different verbs 

 say   acconsentire ‘to agree to’ 

 come   accordare ‘to agree’ 

 make   accrescere ‘to increase’ 

 need   accumulare ‘to accumulate’ 

 place   acquisire ‘to acquire’ 

 hold   acquistare ‘to obtain’ 

 build   affidare ‘to entrust’ 

 buy   ammettere ‘to allow’ 

 call   aprire ‘to open’ 

 begin   arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 develop   aspettare ‘to wait’ 

 give   assegnare ‘to assign’ 

 mean   attestare ‘to attest’ 

 provide   attribuire ‘to attribute’ 

 set   aumentare ‘to add to’ 

 take   avvenire ‘to happen’ 



 go   azzerare ‘to nullify’ 

 base   basare ‘to found’ 

 purchase   bisognare ‘to need’ 

 use   cadere ‘to fall’ 

 require   cambiare ‘to change’ 

 remain   capitanare ‘to captain’ 

 create   cavalcare ‘to ride’ 

 include   centrare ‘to center’ 

 run   cercare ‘to look for’ 

 want   chiamare ‘to call’ 

 work   chiedere ‘to ask’ 

 terminate   chiudere ‘to close’ 

 seem   classificare ‘to classify’ 

 sell   concedere ‘to concede’ 

 involve   confermare ‘to confirm’ 

 leave   confessare ‘to confess’ 

 grow   conquistare ‘to conquer’ 

 help   consegnare ‘to deliver’ 

 exist   consigliare ‘to advise’ 

 become   continuare ‘to continue’ 

 bust   convocare ‘to summon’ 

 account   corrispondere ‘to correspond’ 

 acquire   costituire ‘to found’ 

 administer   creare ‘to create’ 

 allow   dare ‘to give’ 

 appear   datare ‘to date’ 

 bestow   declinare ‘to decline’ 

 design   derivare ‘to derive’ 

 control   designare ‘to design’ 

 fund   dimostrare ‘to demonstrate’ 



 get   dipendere ‘to depend’ 

 find   dire ‘to say/to tell’ 

 estimate   dirigere ‘to direct’ 

 expect   disporre ‘to organize’ 

 enable   diventare ‘to become’ 

 keep   emergere ‘to emerge’ 

 know   equivalere ‘to be equivalent’ 

 put   esigere ‘to demand’ 

 pay   esprimere ‘to express’ 

 publish   essere ‘to be’ 

 receive   fare ‘to do/to make’ 

 predict   finire ‘to finish’ 

 spend   fondare ‘to found’ 

 prove   fornire ‘to supply’ 

 report   garantire ‘to guarantee’ 

 respond   godere ‘to delight’ 

 sponsor   indurre ‘to convince’ 

 start   infiltrarsi ‘to infiltrate’ 

 serve   iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 select   innescare ‘to activate/to prime’ 

 show   instaurare ‘to institute’ 

 think   lodare ‘to praise’ 

 single   mancare ‘to miss’ 

 suffer   manifestare ‘to manifest’ 

 turn   mettere ‘to put’ 

 plan   mostrare ‘to show’ 

 play   nascere ‘to be born’ 

 open   nominare ‘to name’ 

 operate   offrire ‘to offer 

 pull   oscillare ‘to oscillate’ 



 release   ottenere ‘to obtain’ 

 pass   passare ‘to pass’ 

 protect   pensare ‘to think’ 

 raise   perdere ‘to lose’ 

 inspire   permettere ‘to allow’ 

 invest   porre ‘to place’ 

 meet   portare ‘to bring’ 

 lead   presentare ‘to present’ 

 look   prevedere ‘to predict’ 

 die   profondare ‘to immerse’ 

 direct   proiettare ‘to throw’ 

 donate   raccontare ‘to tell (a story)’ 

 earn   rafforzare ‘to reinforce’ 

 expire   raggiungere ‘to reach’ 

 fall   rampollare ‘to sprout’ 

 evolve   ricevere ‘to receive’ 

 distribute   richiedere ‘to recall’ 

 combine   rimanere ‘to remain’ 

 employ   rinvigorire ‘to reinvigorate’ 

 grant   riporre ‘to replace’ 

 hire   rispostare ‘to respond’ 

 handle   ritenere ‘to retain’ 

 change   ritrovare ‘to find again’ 

 choose   riuscire ‘to go out again’ 

 decide   rivelare ‘to reveal’ 

 depend   sapere ‘to know’ 

 close   scegliere ‘to choose’ 

 contain   schierare ‘to line up’ 

 continue   scioperare ‘to strike’ 

 betray   segnare ‘to sign’ 



 announce   seguire ‘to follow’ 

 break   sembrare ‘to seem’ 

 associate   simulare ‘to simulate’ 

 accord   spiccare ‘to stand out’ 

 tend   stabilizzare ‘to stabilize’ 

 accomplish   tentare ‘to attempt’ 

 act   tradire ‘to betray’ 

 advise   uscire ‘to go out’ 

 agree   vedere ‘to see’ 

 aim   venire ‘to come’ 

 assume   vincere ‘to win’ 

 apply     

 approach     

 capture     

 cast     

 cause     

 blame     

 blanket     

 borrow     

 believe     

 benefit     

 contribute     

 collapse     

 crowd     

 crunch     

 date     

 describe     

 deserve     

 default     

 demonstrate     



 deteriorate     

 devote     

 claim     

 check     

 complain     

 conduct     

 confirm     

 convey     

 cook     

 corner     

 correlate     

 cough     

 craft     

 heal     

 hand     

 hit     

 highlight     

 incorporate     

 increase     

 influence     

 inform     

 inherit     

 initiate     

 insist     

 inspect     

 graduate     

 gather     

 expand     

 fire     

 fly     



 force     

 foreclose     

 forge     

 form     

 found     

 fracture     

 divide     

 excel     

 exchange     

 excuse     

 exercise     

 feature     

 fight     

 finance     

 explain     

 express     

 facilitate     

 fail     

 embody     

 emerge     

 emphasize     

 dismantle     

 dissolve     

 encourage     

 engage     

 engender     

 engineer     

 enjoy     

 envision     

 escape     



 lose     

 love     

 maintain     

 learn     

 manage     

 mention     

 mount     

 mediate     

 observe     

 obtain     

 occupy     

 occur     

 offer     

 invite     

 join     

 home     

 hope     

 host     

 imply     

 impose     

 improve     

 lack     

 launch     

 lay     

 lend     

 link     

 list     

 rate     

 rebuff     

 recall     



 pick     

 relieve     

 reduce     

 refer     

 refuse     

 organize     

 orient     

 outperform     

 overcome     

 overwhelm     

 own     

 package     

 please     

 plummet     

 prime     

 produce     

 promote     

 propose     

 undermine     

 understand     

 share     

 shop     

 talk     

 tap     

 team     

 tell     

 yield     

 come     

 wash     

 wish     



 utilize     

 violate     

 visit     

 support     

 surface     

 sustain     

 swirl     

 symbolize     

 spare     

 speak     

 threaten     

 tie     

 transcend     

 transform     

 trim     

 try     

 sidestep     

 sign     

 simplify     

 state     

 stem     

 step     

 stick     

 strengthen     

 study     

 rest     

 result     

 ring     

 risk     

 ruin     



 repose     

 represent     

 remove     

 reserve     

 secure     

 see     

 seek     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

  

Joy 62 different verbs Gioia 209 total matches 78 different verbs 

 ride  accogliere ‘to receive’ 

 radiate  allenare ‘to train’ 

 unfold  anticipare ‘to anticipate’ 

 bubble  arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 suck  aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 explode  avere ‘to have’ 

 befall  cantare ‘to sing’ 

 reverberate  cercare ‘to look for’ 

 glisten  completare ‘to complete’ 

 subside  comprendere ‘to understand’ 

 overflow  condividere ‘to live with’ 

 sparkle  connaturare ‘to get used to’ 



 flicker  continuare ‘to continue’ 

 erupt  contrastare ‘to contrast’ 

 reside  creare ‘to create’ 

 rattle  curare ‘to cure’ 

 dim  danzare ‘to dance’ 

 persist  dare ‘to give’ 

 creep  derivare ‘to derive’ 

 concede  desistere ‘to give up’ 

 leaven  dire ‘to say/to tell’ 

 enfold  divenire ‘to become’ 

 traipse  dominare ‘to dominate’ 

 pulsate  durare ‘to last’ 

 prickle  entrare ‘to enter’ 

 enliven  esclamare ‘to exclaim’ 

 personify  esistere ‘to exist’ 

 saunter  essere ‘to be’ 

 throb  fare ‘to do/to make’ 

 tinge  festeggiare ‘to celebrate’ 

 waft  finire ‘to finish’ 

 prick  gratificare ‘to compensate’ 

 coexist  guidare ‘to watch’ 

 glimmer  incassare ‘to collect’ 

 grieve  indicare ‘to indicate’ 

 impart  inginocchiarsi ‘to kneel’ 

 permeate  iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 engulf  lasciare ‘to throw’ 

 rouse  leggere ‘to read’ 

 vibrate  manifestare ‘to manifest’ 

 commence  morire ‘to die’ 

 ensue  nascere ‘to be born’ 



 redeem  opporre ‘to oppose’ 

 concur  osservare ‘to observe’ 

 leach  passare ‘to pass’ 

 posit  pensare ‘to think’ 

 overtake  percepire ‘to perceive’ 

 emanate  percorrere ‘to travel/to go through’ 

 outweigh  piangere ‘to cry’ 

 lighten  portare ‘to bring’ 

 thwart  predisporre ‘to prepare’ 

 pore  pregustare ‘to anticipate’ 

 mingle  produrre ‘to produce’ 

 grapple  provare ‘to try’ 

 brighten  provenire ‘to come from’ 

 wince  reprimere ‘to repress’ 

 gleam  rimanere ‘to remain’ 

 snort  ritrovare ‘to recover’ 

 cascade  rivedere ‘to look at again’ 

 rumble  salire ‘to exit’ 

 ripple  scoprire ‘to discover’ 

 fumble  sembrare ‘to seem’ 

   sentire ‘to feel’ 

   sfrenare ‘to unleash’ 

   soffrire ‘to suffer’ 

   sostenere ‘to support’ 

   spargere ‘to emit’ 

   suscitare ‘to cause’ 

   tenere ‘to have (lasting)’ 

   tirare ‘to throw 

   trascinare ‘to trail’ 

   trasudare ‘to sweat’ 



   uscire ‘to go out’ 

   vedere ‘to see’ 

   vivere ‘to live’ 

  

 The next eight tables show the comparison between Italian and Spanish data.  Blue shading 

denotes that the informant could produce a grammatical sentence in Spanish using the Italian 

emotion and following verb.  Green shading denotes that the informant believed the combination 

was possible, but could not immediately produce a sentence.  No shading denotes that the 

informant ruled the combination ungrammatical. 

Rabbia 102 total matches 38 different verbs 

 andare ‘to go’ 

 apparire ‘to appear’ 

 aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 avere ‘to have’ 

 bruciare ‘to burn’ 

 consumare ‘to consume’ 

 continuare ‘to continue’ 

 correre ‘to run’ 

 creare ‘to create’ 

 crescere ‘to grow’ 

 derivare ‘to derive’ 

 dilagare ‘to flood’ 

 diventare ‘to become’ 

 entrare ‘to enter’ 

 esplodere ‘to explode’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 fare ‘to make/to do’ 



 

giungere ‘to arrive’ 

 influenzare ‘to influence’ 

 iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 interrompere ‘to interrupt’ 

 lasciare ‘to let go/to leave’ 

 montare ‘to assemble/to build’ 

 nascere ‘to be born’ 

 portare ‘to bring’ 

 rappresentare ‘to represent’ 

 riuscire ‘to leave again/to succeed’ 

 salire ‘to rise/to go up’ 

 salivare ‘to salivate’’ 

 segnare ‘to mark’ 

 sembrare ‘to seem’ 

 sfociare ‘to flow into/to emerge’ 

 spingere ‘to incite/to push 

 sprizzare ‘to spray’ 

 stare ‘to be’ 

 trovare ‘to find’ 

 vedere ‘to see’ 

 vivere ‘to live’ 

  

Paura 196 total matches 55 different verbs 

 aggravare ‘to aggravate’ 

 alludere ‘to allude to’ 

 aprire ‘to appear’ 

 attraversare ‘to pass through/to cross’ 

 aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 avere ‘to have’ 



 avvenire ‘to happen’ 

 avviare ‘to start’ 

 bussare ‘to tap’ 

 causare ‘to cause’ 

 comunicare ‘to communicate’ 

 condurre ‘to guide’ 

 continuare ‘to continue’ 

 creare ‘to create’ 

 crescere ‘to grow’ 

 dare ‘to give’ 

 deformare ‘to deform’ 

 distorcere ‘to distort’ 

 divenire ‘to become/to arrive’ 

 diventare ‘to become’ 

 esistere ‘to exist’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 fare ‘to make/to do’ 

 giocare ‘to play’ 

 governare ‘to govern’ 

 impedire ‘to impede’ 

 imprigionare ‘to imprison’ 

 iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 mangiare ‘to eat’ 

 morire ‘to die’ 

 nascere ‘to be born’ 

 paralizzare ‘to paralyze’ 

 parlare ‘to talk’ 

 passare ‘to pass’ 

 perdere ‘to lose’ 



 portare ‘to bring’ 

 prendere ‘to take’ 

 produrre ‘to produce’ 

 provenire ‘to come from’ 

 provocare ‘to provoke’ 

 regnare ‘to reign’ 

 restare ‘to rest’ 

 riprendere ‘to recapture’ 

 rischiare ‘to risk’ 

 ritornare ‘to return again’ 

 sconfiggere ‘to defeat’ 

 scorrere ‘to flow’ 

 sopprimere ‘to suppress/to kill’ 

 spingere ‘to incite’ 

 svanire ‘to disappear’ 

 tenere ‘to maintain’ 

 tornare ‘to return’ 

 uccidere ‘to kill’ 

 venire ‘to come’ 

 viaggiare ‘to travel’ 

 

  

Tristezza 44 total matches 19 different verbs 

 andare ‘to go’ 

 ascoltare ‘to listen to ‘ 

 aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 cercare ‘to search for’ 

 conoscere ‘to know (a person, place)’ 



 dilagare ‘to flood’ 

 dire ‘to say/to tell’ 

 durare ‘to last’ 

 escludere ‘to exclude’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 invadere ‘to invade’ 

 pensare ‘to think’ 

 pervadere ‘to pervade’ 

 portare ‘to bring’ 

 prendere ‘to take’ 

 riempire’ ‘to fill up’ 

 ripiombare ‘to fall’ 

 scendere ‘to descend’ 

 sentire ‘to feel’ 

 sovrabbondare ‘to overdo’ 

  

Disgusto 17 total matches 12 different verbs 

 avere ‘to have’ 

 causare ‘to cause’ 

 diminuire ‘decrease’ 

 esprimere ‘to express’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 legare ‘to tie’ 

 mandare ‘to send’ 

 mostrare ‘to show’ 

 percepire ‘to perceive’ 

 provare ‘to prove’ 

 provocare ‘to provoke’ 

 trattare ‘to treat’ 



  

Anticipazione 23 total matches 15 different verbs 

 arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 avere ‘to have’ 

 avvenire ‘to happen’ 

 bastare ‘to be enough’ 

 consentire ‘to agree to’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 fare ‘to do/to make’ 

 generare ‘to generate’ 

 richiedere ‘to ask again’ 

 riflettere ‘to reflect’ 

 riguardare ‘to re-watch’ 

 rischiare ‘to risk’ 

 svelare ‘to reveal/to discover’ 

 targare ‘to register’ 

 volere ‘to want’ 

 

Sorpresa 441 total matches 131 different verbs 

 abbattere ‘to demolish’ 

 accorrere ‘to rush over’ 

 acquistare ‘to gain’ 

 afferrare ‘to grab’ 

 aiutare ‘to help’ 

 alleare ‘to unite’ 

 ammettere ‘to allow’ 

 annunciare ‘to announce’ 

 apparire ‘to appear’ 

 apprendere ‘to apprehend’ 



 arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 aspettare ‘to wait’ 

 assumere ‘to assume’ 

 attaccare ‘to attack’ 

 attendarsi ‘to camp’ 

 attendere ‘to attend’ 

 avvenire ‘to happen’ 

 azzerare ‘to nullify’ 

 balzare ‘to jump (out)’ 

 battere ‘to beat’ 

 capovolgere ‘to flip over/reverse’ 

 chiamare ‘to call’ 

 chiedere ‘to ask (for)’ 

 cogliere ‘to gather’ 

 commuovere ‘to provoke’ 

 comparire ‘to compare’ 

 completare ‘to complete’ 

 comprare ‘to buy’ 

 conquistare ‘to conquer’ 

 consentire ‘to allow’ 

 consistere ‘to consist of’ 

 constatare  ‘to verify’ 

 controllare ‘to control’ 

 coordinare ‘to coordinate’ 

 creare ‘to create’ 

 credere ‘to believe’ 

 crollare ‘to collapse’ 

 danneggiare ‘to damage’ 

 dare ‘to give’ 

 decidere ‘to decide’ 



 destinare ‘to dispatch’ 

 difendere ‘to defend’ 

 dimostrare ‘to demonstrate’ 

 dire ‘to say/to tell’ 

 disporre ‘to organize’ 

 distruggere ‘to destroy’ 

 divenire ‘to become/to arrive’ 

 diventare ‘to become’ 

 domandare ‘to ask’ 

 effettuare ‘to carry out’ 

 eliminare ‘to eliminate’ 

 emergere ‘to emerge’ 

 entrare ‘to enter’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 fallire ‘to fail’ 

 fare’’ ‘to do/to make’ 

 favorire ‘to favor’ 

 firmare ‘to sign’ 

 forzare ‘to force’ 

 funzionare ‘to function’ 

 generare ‘to generate’ 

 guidare ‘to lead’ 

 impadronirsi ‘to seize’ 

 incitare ‘to incite’ 

 includere ‘to include’ 

 incontrare ‘to meet’ 

 infiammare ‘to inflame’ 

 ingaggiare ‘to take on’ 

 interrogare ‘to consult’ 

 intonare ‘to begin/to tune’ 



 invitare ‘to invite’ 

 lanciare ‘to throw’ 

 mandare ‘to send’ 

 mediare ‘to mediate’ 

 nascere ‘to be born’ 

 nominare ‘to mention/to name’ 

 notare ‘to note’ 

 occupare ‘to occupy’ 

 ordire ‘to order’ 

 organizzare ‘to organize’ 

 passare ‘to pass’ 

 perdere ‘to lose’ 

 portare ‘to bring’ 

 potenziare ‘to enhance’ 

 prendere ‘to take’ 

 preparare ‘to prepare’ 

 promettere ‘to promise’ 

 raggiungere ‘to reach’ 

 regalare ‘to give (away)’ 

 rendere ‘to render’ 

 ricevere ‘to receive’ 

 riconoscere ‘to recognize’ 

 riguardare ‘to re-watch’ 

 rileggere ‘to reread’ 

 riportare ‘to bring back’ 

 riproporre ‘to propose again’ 

 risalire ‘to go back’ 

 riscuotere ‘to earn/to collect’ 

 ritornare ‘to return again’ 

 ritrovare ‘to recover’ 



 riuscire ‘to go out again’ 

 salire ‘to leave’ 

 saltare ‘to jump’ 

 salvare ‘to save’ 

 scattare ‘to spring/to begin’ 

 sciogliere ‘to dissolve’ 

 sconfiggere ‘to defeat’ 

 scoprire ‘to discover’ 

 scorgere ‘to glimpse’ 

 scrivere ‘to write’ 

 sentire ‘to feel’ 

 separare ‘to separate’ 

 sferrare ‘to propel’ 

 smentire ‘to deny’ 

 sostituire ‘to substitute’ 

 spuntare ‘to trim’ 

 stare ‘to be’ 

 subire ‘to be subjected to’ 

 suonare ‘to play (an instrument)’ 

 supportare ‘to support’ 

 svelare ‘to reveal/to discover’ 

 targare ‘to register’ 

 tornare ‘to return’ 

 totalizzare ‘to total’ 

 trasformare ‘to transform’ 

 trovare ‘to find’ 

 uscire ‘to leave’ 

 vedere ‘to see’ 

 vincere ‘to win’ 

 visitare ‘to visit’ 



 volere ‘to want’ 

 

Fiducia 325 total matches 120 different verbs 

 acconsentire ‘to agree to’ 

 accordare ‘to agree’ 

 accrescere ‘to increase’ 

 accumulare ‘to accumulate’ 

 acquisire ‘to acquire’ 

 acquistare ‘to obtain’ 

 affidare ‘to entrust’ 

 ammettere ‘to allow’ 

 aprire ‘to open’ 

 arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 aspettare ‘to wait’ 

 assegnare ‘to assign’ 

 attestare ‘to attest’ 

 attribuire ‘to attribute’ 

 aumentare ‘to add to’ 

 avvenire ‘to happen’ 

 azzerare ‘to nullify’ 

 basare ‘to found’ 

 bisognare ‘to need’ 

 cadere ‘to fall’ 

 cambiare ‘to change’ 

 capitanare ‘to captain’ 

 cavalcare ‘to ride’ 

 centrare ‘to center’ 

 cercare ‘to look for’ 

 chiamare ‘to call’ 

 chiedere ‘to ask’ 



 chiudere ‘to close’ 

 classificare ‘to classify’ 

 concedere ‘to concede’ 

 confermare ‘to confirm’ 

 confessare ‘to confess’ 

 conquistare ‘to conquer’ 

 consegnare ‘to deliver’ 

 consigliare ‘to advise’ 

 continuare ‘to continue’ 

 convocare ‘to summon’ 

 corrispondere ‘to correspond’ 

 costituire ‘to found’ 

 creare ‘to create’ 

 dare ‘to give’ 

 datare ‘to date’ 

 declinare ‘to decline’ 

 derivare ‘to derive’ 

 designare ‘to design’ 

 dimostrare ‘to demonstrate’ 

 dipendere ‘to depend’ 

 dire ‘to say/to tell’ 

 dirigere ‘to direct’ 

 disporre ‘to organize’ 

 diventare ‘to become’ 

 emergere ‘to emerge’ 

 equivalere ‘to be equivalent’ 

 esigere ‘to demand’ 

 esprimere ‘to express’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 fare ‘to do/to make’ 



 finire ‘to finish’ 

 fondare ‘to found’ 

 fornire ‘to supply’ 

 garantire ‘to guarantee’ 

 godere ‘to delight’ 

 indurre ‘to convince’ 

 infiltrarsi ‘to infiltrate’ 

 iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 innescare ‘to activate/to prime’ 

 instaurare ‘to institute’ 

 intercorrere ‘to be between’ 

 intraprendere ‘to undertake’ 

 lanciare ‘to throw’ 

 lodare ‘to praise’ 

 mancare ‘to miss’ 

 manifestare ‘to manifest’ 

 mettere ‘to put’ 

 mostrare ‘to show’ 

 nascere ‘to be born’ 

 nominare ‘to name’ 

 offrire ‘to offer’ 

 oscillare ‘to oscillate’ 

 ottenere ‘to obtain’ 

 passare ‘to pass’ 

 pensare ‘to think’ 

 perdere ‘to lose’ 

 permettere ‘to allow’ 

 porre ‘to place’ 

 portare ‘to bring’ 

 presentare ‘to present’ 



 prevedere ‘to predict’ 

 profondare ‘to immerse’ 

 proiettare ‘to throw’ 

 raccontare ‘to tell (a story)’ 

 rafforzare ‘to reinforce’ 

 raggiungere ‘to reach’ 

 rampollare ‘to sprout’ 

 ricevere ‘to receive’ 

 richiedere ‘to recall’ 

 rimanere ‘to remain’ 

 rinvigorire ‘to reinvigorate’ 

 riporre ‘to replace’ 

 rispostare ‘to answer’ 

 ritenere ‘to retain’ 

 ritrovare ‘to find again’ 

 riuscire ‘to go out again’ 

 rivelare ‘to reveal’ 

 sapere ‘to know’ 

 scegliere ‘to choose’ 

 schierare ‘to line up’ 

 scioperare ‘to strike’ 

 segnare ‘to sign’ 

 seguire ‘to follow’ 

 sembrare ‘to seem’ 

 simulare ‘to simulate’ 

 spiccare ‘to stand out’ 

 stabilizzare ‘to stabilize’ 

 tentare ‘to attempt’ 

 tradire ‘to betray’ 

 uscire ‘to go out’ 



 vedere ‘to see’ 

 venire ‘to come’ 

 vincere ‘to win’ 

 

Gioia 209 total matches 65 different verbs 

 allenare ‘to train’ 

 arrivare ‘to arrive’ 

 assistere ‘to assist’ 

 aumentare ‘to increase’ 

 avere ‘to have’ 

 cercare ‘to look for’ 

 completare ‘to complete’ 

 comprendere ‘to understand’ 

 condividere ‘to share’ 

 continuare ‘to continue’ 

 contrastare ‘to contrast’ 

 curare ‘to cure’ 

 danzare ‘to dance’ 

 dare ‘to give’ 

 derivare ‘to derive’ 

 desistere ‘to give up’ 

 diventare ‘to become’ 

 dominare ‘to dominate’ 

 durare ‘to last’ 

 entrare ‘to enter’ 

 esistere ‘to exist’ 

 esprimere ‘to express’ 

 essere ‘to be’ 

 fare ‘to do/to make’ 

 finire ‘to finish’ 



 gratificare ‘to compensate/to be gratifying’ 

 guidare ‘to watch’ 

 incassare ‘to collect’ 

 incontrare ‘to meet’ 

 indicare ‘to indicate’ 

 iniziare ‘to begin’ 

 invitare ‘to invite’ 

 leggere ‘to read’ 

 manifestare ‘to manifest’ 

 nascere ‘to be born’ 

 opporre ‘to oppose’ 

 osservare ‘to observe’ 

 passare ‘to pass’ 

 pensare ‘to think’ 

 percepire ‘to perceive’ 

 piangere ‘to cry’ 

 portare ‘to bring’ 

 pregustare ‘to anticipate’ 

 produrre ‘to produce’ 

 proporre ‘to propose’ 

 provare ‘to try’ 

 provenire ‘to come from’ 

 rivedere ‘to look at again’ 

 scoprire ‘to discover’ 

 sembrare ‘to seem’ 

 sentire ‘to feel’ 

 sfrenare ‘to unleash’ 

 sostenere ‘to support’ 

 spargere ‘to emit’ 

 stampare ‘to print’ 



 stare ‘to be’ 

 subentrare ‘to succeed (follow)’ 

 suscitare ‘to cause’ 

 tirare ‘to throw’ 

 trascinare ‘to trail’ 

 trasudare ‘to sweat’ 

 trovare ‘to find’ 

 uscire ‘to go out’ 

 vedere ‘to see’ 

 vivere ‘to live’ 
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